
   
 

   
 

 

 

 

GAME RULES 

Rigadoon is an abstract strategy board game for 2 players. The game consists of 1 game board, 8 Ships, 

24 Masts, 4 Treasure Chests, 1 deck of Wind Direction cards and 1 Wind Direction dice (for advanced 

players to use in place of the Wind Direction cards). Your Ships are immensely powerful and can 

perform a dozen types of actions. With 4 Ships in your Fleet, your ability to defeat your opponent is 

only limited by your wit and strategic skill. 

The first player to successfully claim two Treasure Chests on two different Islands wins the game.  

Place 3 Masts on each Ship. Place the Blue Ships on the spaces with the blue markers, place the Green 

Ships on the spaces with the green markers. Place the four Treasure Chests on the spaces with the 

Treasure Chest symbols in the middle of the board. Set the deck of Wind Direction cards to the side of 

the board where it can be easily accessed by both players. The orientation of the deck is important. 

Make sure the deck is oriented so that when cards are drawn, north on the card points in the same 

direction as north on the board. (See ‘Game board features’ below) 

You may use any method you like when deciding who goes first. Feel free to use the Wind Direction 

dice; whoever rolls the most northerly direction goes first. The player who sails first decides which 

color Fleet they will command. The other player decides the opening Wind Direction by picking their 

preferred Wind Direction from the deck. Place that card face up next to the board, oriented with the 

board. Reshuffle the rest of the deck. Alternatively, if you are using the Wind Direction dice, the second 

player selects the opening Wind Direction by manipulating the dice. 

Rigadoon is played by interacting with 3 types of components: the Wind, your Ships and Treasure 

Chests. Each turn all your Ships-at-sea*; in other words, all your Ships which are not currently 

claiming (guarding) a Chest on an Island, must either sail or make repairs; and each turn you must 

change the Wind Direction. These actions can take place in any order you decide; however, changing 

the Wind cannot be your last action. During the game, your Ships will sail, attack other Ships, repair 

Masts and weigh anchor; while Treasure Chests will be bumped, run aground on, sunk, claimed, and 

occasionally abandoned.  

  



   
 

   
 

 

The 3 types of components you interact with while playing Rigadoon 

The Wind determines how many spaces and which directions any given Ship can sail. The Wind changes 

once per turn. Changing the Wind is as simple as drawing a new card or rolling the Wind Direction dice. 

Decide at the beginning of the game which convention you are going to use throughout the game. 

Regardless of the convention you choose, you must change the Wind Direction once, but only once, during 

your turn. You can change the Wind at any point during your turn, but again, changing the Wind cannot 

be your last action. You can, however, change the Wind as your first action, prior to sailing or repairing 

any of your Ships-at-sea*.  

Pro tip: As soon as your opponent makes their requisite Wind Direction change, start strategizing how 

you will maneuver your Ships. Do not wait until their turn is over.  

Ships with Masts can sail in any direction and as many spaces as the current Wind Direction will allow. 

You can either sail or repair a Mast, but you cannot do both in a single turn for any given Ship. Only one 

Mast repair per Ship per turn is allowed. All Ships-at-sea* with all 3 Masts must sail. Conversely, all 

Ships-at-sea* missing all their Masts must repair. Ships can never be sunk. A Ship’s cannons always work, 

even if a Ship has no Masts and cannot sail; it can still be forced to attack when blasted next to other 

Ships.  

Since all 4 Treasure Chests begin in The Shallows, they must be bumped into water to be sunk. Chests 

must be sunk before they can wash up on an Island. Chests are claimed by whichever Ship weighs 

anchor on that Island first. 

The following steps are repeated each turn for all your Ships-at-sea 

 

1. Change the wind. Decide when to change the Wind Direction. You must change the Wind 

Direction once, and only once during your turn, but changing the Wind Direction cannot be your 

turn’s last action. 

 

2. Repair or sail. Pick any Ship in your Fleet which has not already made repairs or sailed, and either 

make repairs or sail according to the Wind Direction. Remember, Ships-in-port* can still sail. 

 

3. Attack. If that Ship sails and lands orthogonal to other Ships, attack those Ships in any order you 

decide.  

 

a. If those attacks result in Ships landing orthogonal to other Ships follow through on those attacks 

as well, again, in any order you decide.  

 

b. Continue in this way until no Ship on the board is still orthogonal to any other Ship on the board. 

Note, the Ship which sails or is blasted into position is always the attacker. 

 

4. Bump, run aground and/or sink Chests. If that Ship or any Ship you subsequently attacked 

collides with a Treasure Chest in its path, interact with that Chest as you see fit. 



   
 

   
 

 

a. If that Chest is in the shallows, bump it, run aground on it, or bump it and then run aground on 

it. 

 

b. If that Chest is in Open Water; bump it, sink it or bump it and then sink it. 

 

5. Claim Treasure Chests. If that Ship or any Ship you subsequently attacked sinks a Chest, decide 

which available Island that Chest washes up on and place the Chest on that Island. 

 

a. If that Ship or any Ship you subsequently attacked lands on an Island, that Ship is now 

considered a Ship-in-port and at once gets all its missing Masts repaired.  

 

b. If the Ship-in-port was blasted onto the Island with a Treasure Chest, not only does it get all its 

Masts repaired but it can sail again now if it has not already repaired or sailed that turn. 

 Sailing Ships: Only Ships with at least 1 Mast can sail. You cannot sail a Ship more 

than once per turn. Sail your Ships to spaces allowed by the current Wind Direction. 

If you are using the Wind Direction cards for the first time, notice that each Wind 

Direction card has a black diamond in the center. This represents the current location 

of whichever Ship you are about to sail. The orange squares represent the spaces that 

Ship can sail to. The yellow circles represent additional spaces your Ship can sail to 

provided it has all 3 of its Masts.  

Keep in mind that the spaces allowed on the card might be blocked by obstacles on the 

board. Make sure the card is oriented with the board so that a correct correlation will 

exist between the spaces on the board and those depicted on the card. North on the card must point in 

the same direction as north on the board.  

You cannot sail Ships off the edge to the other side of the board. 

 

 Attacking Ships: Although your Ships can sail both orthogonal and diagonal, they can only attack 

orthogonal. In other words, Ships can only attack north, south, east or west. When a Ship in your Fleet 

sails orthogonal to another Ship, friend or foe, your Ship must attack that Ship. The attacker does not 

take the space of the Ship it is attacking. The attacker cannot continue sailing after the attack. The 

attacked Ship is blasted a total of two spaces away from its current space, i.e., if the attacker attacks 

from the west the attacked Ship is blasted two spaces east. This is true even if, in this scenario, the 

attacker first sailed into position from the southeast or north, or any other direction for that matter. 

In another example, if the attacker attacks from the south the attacked Ship is blasted 2 spaces north. 

Any attacked Ship loses a Mast, provided it has any Masts left to lose. 

 

Blasting a Ship 2 spaces away may not always be possible. In such cases, blast the Ship one space and 

then look for any resulting actions that need to be taken. If a Ship cannot be blasted even one space 

away then the attack backfires; meaning, the attacker will be blasted 2 spaces away from the Ship it 

was attacking, both Ships lose a mast. (More on backfires in the Glossary below).  

If you blasted a Ship directly orthogonal to one or more Ships, all those Ships are now attacked in any 

order you decide (See the ‘What if…’ section in the Appendix below for more examples).  

You cannot attack Ships diagonally.  

You can never attack Treasure Chests.  



   
 

   
 

 

 Attacking Ships off the edge and across to the other side: Ships can blast other Ships off the 
edge and across to the opposite side of the board to spaces in that same row or column as the attack; 
so long as the attacked Ship is within one space of any edge of the board. Once a Ship is attacked in 
this manor it is still blasted 2 spaces away, so long as there are 2 spaces available, even if both of those 
spaces are on the other side of the board. 

 
When 2 spaces are not available, blast the Ship 1 space then look for any subsequent actions that may 
need to be taken (see ‘Maelstrom portals’ in ‘Game board features’ below). Attacks blasting Ships 
across to the other side of the board can be blocked by sailing a Ship onto the edge space in line with 
this attack on the other side of the board (see ‘Examples’ below).  

 

 Repairing Ships: To repair a Ship, simply add a Mast where one is missing. You can only replace 

one Mast per Ship per turn. Ships you repair may not sail that turn.  

 

Pro tip: If you have a Ship you intend to repair, see if you can first attack that Ship and blast it 

orthogonal to another Ship prior to making repairs. Performing actions in this order will allow you 

to repair your Ship after the attack, sparing it the loss of another Mast while attacking another Ship 

in the process.  

 

 Interacting with Treasure Chests: While it is your turn, you get to decide how and in what order 
Ships, friend, and foe alike, interact with Treasure Chests. Though you can only attack Ships 
orthogonally, you can bump, run aground on, or sink Treasure Chests both orthogonally and 
diagonally.  
 

 Bumping Chests: To bump (push) a Chest, sail your Ship onto a space currently occupied by a Chest. 

This bumps the Chest one space ahead of that Ship in the same direction that Ship is sailing. Chests 

can be bumped multiple spaces at a time but must stay one space ahead of the Ship. Multiple Chests 

can be bumped in a row. Chests can be bumped both orthogonally as well as diagonally.  

Chests cannot be bumped across to the other side of the board. Chests can never bump Ships.  

You can never bump a Chest onto a space occupied by a Ship.  

 

 Sinking a Chest: To sink a Chest simply sail or blast a Ship onto a space currently occupied by a 
Chest floating in Open Water. Once you sink a Chest you can place that Chest on any Island you choose. 
Make sure to pick an Island that your opponent cannot get to before you. Once a Chest is placed on an 
Island it will remain there for the rest of the game. You can never sink Ships and you can only sink 
Treasure Chests which are in Open Water (i.e., Chests which are not in The Shallows or on an Island). 
 

 
 Bumping and then sinking Chests: When sailing or blasting a Ship into a Treasure Chest you have 

choices to make. In The Shallows you can bump, run aground or bump and then run aground on the 
Chest.  

 
In Open Waters you can bump, sink, or bump and then sink the Chest. Either way, the Ship doing the 
bumping, whether on its own or as the result of being blasted, will stop on the space where the Chest 
is either run aground on or sunk. This is true even if more spaces are still available according to the 
Wind Directions or the attack; whichever the case may be.  

 



   
 

   
 

 Running Ships aground: Running aground simply means parking a Ship on top of a Treasure 

Chest. Running aground can only happen in The Shallows. A Chest under a Ship cannot be interacted 

with until the Ship which has run aground on it is dislodged.  

You can run aground on your own if your Ship has all 3 Masts; otherwise, the only way a Ship can run 

aground is if another Ship, friend, or foe, blasts a Ship on top of a Treasure Chest.  

A Ship can only dislodge itself from being run aground if it has all 3 of its Masts. A Ship with 3 Masts 

cannot run aground and dislodge itself in the same turn.  

A Ship with fewer than 3 Masts which has run aground must either repair one turn then dislodge itself 

the next turn or wait until another Ship Friend or Foe blasts it off that Treasure Chest, in the same 

manner as a normal Ship attack.  

Attacking a Ship which was run aground causes that Ship to be blasted off the Chest 2 spaces away 

from the attack; the Chest does not move but is once again available for interaction. 

 

 Claiming a Chest: Once a Chest has been placed on an Island, a Ship in your Fleet must weigh anchor 

on that Island before your opponent does to claim that Chest for your Fleet. 

To show that you are weighing anchor and claiming a Treasure Chest on an Island, simply place your 

Ship on top of the Chest while the Chest is on the Island. Since you are now in port your Ship may now 

repair all its Masts that same turn. This Ship is now considered a Ship-in-port* and is no longer 

counted among your Ships-at-sea* and therefore does not need to perform anymore actions for the 

rest of the game. (See ‘Abandoning a Chest’ below)  

 

 Abandoning a Chest: Once a Ship has claimed a Treasure Chest it may at any point during its Fleet’s 

turn choose to sail again, thus abandoning its Treasure. Abandoned Treasure Chests are once again up 

for grabs, meaning either Fleet can now claim it.  

 

 Sailing into a Maelstrom*: The Maelstrom* is a powerful whirlpool which acts as a portal. Ships 
and Chests which enter the Maelstrom are transported directly to that Maelstrom’s* exit space. Ships 
which sail into a Maelstrom stop sailing once on the exit space, even if they otherwise had more spaces 
left to sail.  

 

Note: you cannot blast a Ship through a Maelstrom* to the other side of the board. Once a Ship hits 

a Maelstrom, for any reason, it is transported to that Maelstrom’s* exit space where its turn ends 

abruptly.  



   
 

   
 

The directions and examples above are the building blocks of Rigadoon. Though Rigadoon only 

includes 3 types of components, the Wind, your Ships, and Treasure Chests, it conceals a wealth of 

tactical options with which to surprise yourself and your opponent. If this is your first time playing or 

if you feel you could use more help, review the Examples below to get a better sense of the tactics 

and strategies at your disposal. Also, be sure to read the Appendix below and the helpful Musts, 

cans & can-nots list near the end of these rules.  



   
 

   
 

 

Wind Direction  

Notice the pattern for sailing these 2 types of Wind Directions (orthogonal and diagonal). This 

pattern applies to all 8 Wind Directions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What if scenarios 
 

What if I sail or blast one of my own Ships orthogonal to multiple Ships? 

Your Ship must then attack each of these Ships in any order you decide.  

 

What if 2 Ships I attack in a single attack are both blasted orthogonal to 2 other 

pairs of Ships, each?  



   
 

   
 

You now have 4 Ships to attack. These attacks can take place in any order you decide. 

 

What if a Ship I have attacked does not have any Masts to lose?  

The attacked Ship is still blasted away 2 spaces but suffers no other penalty.  

 

What if I attack a Mast-less Ship orthogonal to another Ship?  

The Ship without Masts still has its cannons and therefore must attack the Ship it just landed 

orthogonally next to. Ships never lose their cannons. 

 

What if I attack one of my own Ships during my turn? Does the attacked Ship still 

get to take its turn? 

Yes, provided it has not already done so. Attacking one of your own is in fact the only way a Ship 

can sail in two or more directions during a single turn. This can be a powerful strategy. 

 

What if I blast an opponent’s Ship and in doing so force it to sink a Treasure Chest? 

Do I get to decide which Island that Chest washes up on?  

Yes. 

 

What if I try to blast a Ship but that Ship is blocked from being blasted away even 1 

space by an Island or by a Ship blocking the edge space on the opposite side of the 

board? 

The attack backfires. The Ship you tried to attack cannot sail since the Island or edge space across 

the board blocks the Ship from being blasted away at all. This means both Ships stay directly 

orthogonal to each other. Such a scenario forces the attacked Ship to fire back on its attacker, 

blasting that Ship 2 spaces away from that 2nd attack. In the end, both Ships lose 1 Mast. 

 

What if I bump a Treasure Chest into a Ship?  

Nothing happens. You cannot force a Chest under a Ship whether in The Shallows or Open Water. 

Chests can never attack Ships, so that maneuver ends. 

 

What if a Ship sails to a space directly between 2 other Ships, and one of those 

Ships is blocked on its far side by an Island?  

You now have three Ships in a row and one of them blocked from being blasted. Whichever 

Ship the attacker decides to attack first will result in a backfire. The result of this attack is that 

the unblocked Ship is blasted 4 spaces away from the attacker and loses 2 Masts. The attacker 

is blasted 2 spaces away from the Ship blocked by an Island and loses 1 Mast. The Ship blocked 

by the Island does not sail at all but also loses a Mast.  

 

What if I cause an infinite loop of attacks?  

You lose the game. 



   
 

   
 

 

 

 

What if I am having trouble remembering which Ships have sailed and which have 

not?  

At the beginning of your turn, point all your Ships in one direction, let us say Northeast. As you 

perform an action on a Ship finish by orienting it Northwest. In this way you will be able to keep 

track of which Ships have already taken their turn. 

 

What if while run aground on a Treasure Chest I am attacked but a Treasure Chest 

blocks the way from my being blasted two spaces?  

Whichever Fleet started the attack or maneuver which led to you being blasted gets to decide 

whether you bump that second Treasure Chest or are instead run aground again on that second 

Chest.  

 

  



   
 

   
 

Glossary 
 

*Ships-at-sea: A Ship is considered at sea until it claims a Treasure Chest on an Island. At that 

point it is considered a Ship-in-port*.  

*Ships-in-port: Once a Ship has claimed a Treasure Chest on an Island that Ship is considered a 

Ship-in-port. Ships-in-port no longer need to sail or repair for the rest of the game. But they 

can if you decide a Ship-in-port would be better used elsewhere. To sail again, simply have that 

Ship take its turn when you need it to sail. Of course, this means the Treasure it had claimed is 

once again available and can be claimed by either Fleet. Ships-in-port get 3 Masts at once and 

automatically when that Ship claims a Treasure Chest on an Island, regardless of how many 

Masts that Ship had prior to claiming the Chest.  

 

Pro tip: If you decide that your Ship-in-port is needed elsewhere, consider using the Maelstrom 

directly diagonal to your Ship-in-port. 

 

Starting spaces for Ships and Chests: There are color markings in 8 spaces around the board 

showing where to place the Green and Blue Ships at the beginning of that game. The Treasure 

Chest symbols in the middle of the board show the starting location for the 4 Treasure Chests.  

Islands: There are 4 Islands on the board, 1 near each corner. Once Treasure Chests have been 

sunk in Open Waters, they will wash up on one of these 4 Islands. Which Island a Chest washes 

up on is decided by the Fleet who started the maneuver which led to the Chest being sunk. 

The Shallows: The 21 spaces in the middle of the board are called The Shallows. Treasure Chests 

cannot be sunk here, they can either be bumped or used to run Ships aground.  

Open Water: All the spaces on the board which are not The Shallows, an Island, or a Maelstrom 

are considered Open Water. Chests can only be sunk in Open Water. 

Maelstrom portals: You will notice that each Island has a diagonally adjacent Maelstrom. You 

will also notice that each Island has a different symbol. The Maelstroms act as whirlpool-

portals. A ship cannot remain on a Maelstrom space, but instead when a Ship enters a 

Maelstrom, the Ship is at once transported to the Maelstrom’s exit space. The exit space has a 

symbol which corresponds to that Maelstrom’s Island. That Ship’s turn is now over, regardless 

of how many spaces the Wind Direction shows they may have left.  

If another Ship occupies the Maelstrom’s exit space, then the active Ship may not enter the 

Maelstrom at all and must find something else to do. If a Treasure Chest occupies the 

Maelstrom’s exit space, then the Ship traversing the Maelstrom must sink that Chest and 

whichever Fleet started this maneuver must decide on which Island to place the Chest. A Ship 

cannot be blasted onto a Maelstrom space whose exit space is blocked by another Ship. Such 

an attack would backfire. 

Backfire: When a Ship is attacked but cannot be blasted away even 1 space the attack backfires. 

The first attacker is now attacked and is blasted away two spaces. Both Ships lose 1 Mast. 

Infinite loop: It is possible to create an infinite loop of attacks which stretch across the board. In 

this scenario, attacks backfire at both edge spaces of this row or column of spaces. Whichever 

Fleet caused the infinite loop, in other words whose ever turn it is when the infinite loop occurs, 

at once loses the game.  



   
 

   
 

Pro tip: If enough Ships line up in a single row or column of spaces, the threat of an infinite loop 

develops. Even if you are certain that an infinite loop will not occur, mathematically, Ships lined 

up in a single row or column is rarely in your overall best interest. Pay attention when this 

pattern begins to take shape and maneuver your Ships to avoid it. 

Compass: In the center of the board is a circle with arrows pointing in the 8 different directions 

your Ships may sail during the game.  

Chain reaction: Besides winning the game, the joy of Rigadoon is found most notably in the 

chain reaction. By carefully deciding which Ships to attack, and when and where to attack them, 

you may be able to attack multiple Ships with one attack from a single Ship in your Fleet. You 

may also be able to blast your opponent’s Ships into Treasure Chests thus forcing those Ships 

to sink a Chest on your behalf. With careful planning you may even be able to choreograph a 

Rigadoon*.  

Rigadoon: In the 17th century a Rigadoon was a fast-paced dance form involving four couples. In 

the context of this game however, a Rigadoon is a rare maneuver where a single attack from 

one of your Ships sets off a chain of attacks resulting in the attack of all 4 of your opponent’s 

Ships. A successful Rigadoon is heavily rewarded; the Ship that set off this chain reaction will 

at once regain all its Masts and may sail a second time that turn. 

 

 

Examples 
Basic sailing 

In the example below, the current Wind Direction is North. Notice how the card is oriented with the 

board (north on the card is pointing in the same direction as north on the board). Notice how the 

orange squares and 

the yellow circles on 

the card correlates 

to which spaces this 

Green Ship can sail 

to on the board. 

Since this Ship has 

all 3 of its Masts it 

can also sail to the 

spaces with yellow 

circles. Also notice 

that one of the 

yellow circles is on 

an Island space. 

Since there is no 

Treasure Chest on 

that Island this Ship 

cannot sail to that space. Also notice how the southernmost space with a yellow circle is off the edge of 

the board. Ships cannot sail off the edge of the board.  

 

 

  



   
 

   
 

 

Basic Chest bumping 

While being bumped, a Chest stays 1 space ahead of the Ship doing the bumping. The 1-Mast Green 

Ship in this example is about to bump a Chest eastward, out of The Shallows, where it can sink the 

Chest. If this Ship 

bumps the Chest 1 

space that will be far 

enough. But if it 

bumps this Chest 2 

spaces east it can sink 

the Chest on the 3rd 

space. Maneuvering 

this way will allow 

this Ship to attack its 

own Zero-Mast Ship, 

blasting it 2 spaces 

south where it will 

sink yet another 

Chest. Always be on 

the lookout for more 

effective maneuvers. 

 

 

Basic attack 

In the example below, Blue Fleet’s 3-Mast Ship sails 2 spaces southwest. Now it is orthogonal to 2 

other Ships and must therefore attack both Ships, even though one of those Ships is one of its own. 

When a Ship is 

attacked it is blasted 2 

spaces away from the 

attack. Notice that  

is blasted 2 spaces 

west. Ship  will lose 

its 1 remaining Mast in 

this attack. Ship  

must be blasted away 2 

spaces as well, but 

there is only one space 

between it and the 

edge of the board. In 

this case, Ship  is 

blasted 1 space south 

and is then blasted off 

the edge and across to the other side of the board. It will stop on the northern most space in this 

column. Since it has no Masts this Ship suffers no more damage. 

 

 

 

  



   
 

   
 

Claiming a Chest 

Below, both Fleets are racing to claim the Chest which has washed up on an Island. It is the Green 

Fleet’s turn but Ship  does not have a direct path to the treasure and Ship  cannot sail without at 

least one Mast. Since the current Wind Direction is South (not shown), Ship  sails south and attacks 

Ship , which you 

can see in step 1 

below. This will 

blast Ship  right 

on top of the Chest. 

Notice that Ship  

now has all its 

Masts instantly 

repaired. This is a 

reward granted 

those Ships which 

claim a Chest. 

Worth noting here, 

Ship  has not 

actually taken its 

turn. True, it 

moved, but that was 

because of an attack, it did not actually sail. True, it repaired, but that was the automatic reward given 

it for claiming a Chest. If Ship  decided, it could sail again, moving one space North which would 

blast the only Blue Ship in this scene, costing it its 1 remaining Mast. Depending on where other Blue 

Fleet Ships are, this might be very prudent of Ship , provided it can easily reclaim this Chest during 

the Green Fleet’s next turn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

A thousand words… 
Take a moment to consider the involved scenario below: 

 
This is the beginning of the Blue Fleet’s turn and the Ship in the center is going to sail first. The 3-Mast Blue 

Ship in the middle of the board can sail to any of the orange squares or yellow circles as shown on the Wind 

Direction card. Here are some options: 

 

1. If this Ship sails southwest to the  space, it will have access to the Chest 1 space south of the  space, but 

will have to wait until its next turn to sink this Chest.  

2. If this Ship sails northeast to the  space it will attack the Green Ship just west of the  space, which will 

wind up attacking its own Ship, that Green Ship further west in this row.  

3. If this Ship sails northwest to the  space, it will attack the Green Ship 1 space east of the  space, which 

will then attack the Green Ship further east in that row. That Ship will then bump or sink a Chest.  

 

Of these 3 options above, the 3rd is the best because it causes more damage to the opposing Fleet as well as 

sinking a Treasure Chest. And even though a Green Ship will sink the Chest it is the Blue Fleet who instigated 

this attack which means the Blue Fleet gets to decide on which island this Treasure Chest washes up. 

 

But there is a 4th possibility which would put the Blue Fleet in position to win the game. Notice the Green Ship 

with 2 Masts in the southeast corner of the board. This Green Ship is about to claim a Treasure Chest. Notice 

the Chests in the northeast corner of the board. It appears that the Green Fleet is already positioning itself for 

a win. However, if the Blue Fleet’s 3-Masted Ship in the middle of the board sails diagonally 3 spaces southeast 

it will set off multiple chain reactions which will, at the very least, put the Green Fleet in a defensive posture for 

the next couple of turns. And at the absolute best, will put the Blue Fleet within 1 turn of winning the game. See 

the figures below to see how this maneuver plays out. 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

The best solution for above scenario!  

Step 1 – sail southeast 

 
 

The 3-Mast Blue Ship sails 3 spaces southeast where it can attack both the Green Ship  to its west, and the  

Zero-Mast Blue Ship  to its south. The order these are attacked is up to the Ship which sailed into position. 
(i.e., where the green arrow is pointing, the 3-Mast Blue Ship) 

 
 
 

Step 2 – attack Ships  &   

  
 

Once  &  have been attacked they are blasted orthogonal to Ships  & . 

Notice  loses a Mast but  has no more masts to lose. 
 



   
 

   
 

Step 3 – attack Ships  &  then sink a Treasure Chest 

 
 

Once  &  have been attacked  winds up near a Chest while Ship  is blasted off the edge and across to the 

other side of the board. Both  &  lose 1 Mast each. Notice that Ship  winds up on top of a Chest. Since this 

is in Open Water,  sinks the Chest but the Blue Fleet decides which island this Chest will wash up on since the 
3-Mast Blue Ship started this maneuver. 

 
 

Step 4 – bump then sink a Treasure Chest  

 
 

Ship  will now use this same Wind Direction card and sail southwest, bumping the Chest one space, then 

sinking that Chest in the 2nd space. Ship  could have sunk the Chest right away instead of bumping it one 
space. Remember, sinking a Chest ends all further movement, whether sailing or being blasted. By bumping 1 

space then sinking Ship  will be in a better position to claim this Chest the following turn. Now look north; 

notice that the Chest that was sunk by Ship  has washed up on the island nearest Ship . (Again, which 
island is decided by the Blue Fleet since the Blue Fleet’s 3-Mast Ship began this maneuver.) 



   
 

   
 

Step 5 – claim a Treasure Chest 

 
 

The Blue Fleet will need to change the wind, but this Fleet will save that until just prior to its last action. It will 
not matter what the next wind is since the Blue Fleet’s last action will be to repair its Zero-Mast Ship in the 

southeast, which cannot sail. For now, the Blue Fleet can use the existing wind and sail Ship  northeast one 
space where it weighs anchor and claims the Chest on that island. 

(Notice that Ship  cannot sail off the board, even though the Wind Direction card suggests otherwise). 
 

 

  



   
 

   
 

Musts, cans & can-nots  
  

Ships MUST…  

 attack all orthogonally adjacent Ships, friend, or foe, even when multiple Ships are 
involved. 

 decide the order all Ships are attacked, even during a complex attack resulting in multiple 
chain reactions. 

 decide whether a Treasure Chest is bumped, sunk/run aground on or bumped x-number 
of spaces then sunk/run aground on by the Ship it has just attacked. 

 decide whether a Treasure Chest is bumped, sunk/run aground on or bumped x-number 
of spaces then sunk/run aground on by all Ships that collide with Treasure Chests in the 
chain reaction that results from their first attack.  

 blast other Ships to the opposite side the board when the attacker has sailed orthogonal 
to a Ship which is within on space from edge of the board; so long as no other Ship blocks 
the way on either side on the board. 

  

Ships CAN…  

 sail to spaces allowed by the current Wind Direction.  

 bump, sink, run aground on and claim Treasure Chests.  

 bump then sink or run aground on a Treasure Chest in the same turn, so long as there are 
enough spaces available.  

 bump multiple Chests in a row.  

 force a Ship without Masts, by way of an attack, to bump, run aground on or sink Treasure 
Chests and can even force Ships without Masts to attack other Ships or claim a Chest.  

 run itself aground on a Chest, so long as the Chest is in The Shallows and the Ship has all 
3 of its Masts. 

 Dislodge itself from being run aground so long as the Ship has all 3 of its Masts. 

 attack a Ship off the edge and across to the other side of the board. 
  

Ships can NOT…  

 bump a Chest into another Ship (either to bump or attack that Ship).  

 bump other Ships.  

 bump a Treasure Chest to the opposite side of the board.  

 attack Treasure Chests.  

 attack other Ships diagonal to themselves.  

 occupy the same space as any other Ship.  

 sail off the edge to the other side of the board. 

 attack a Ship on the opposite side of the board (even if both Ships are on the edge and in 
line with each other).  
  

Treasure Chests can NOT…  

 occupy the same space as another Treasure Chest  

 attack other Chests or Ships  

 bump other Chests when blocked by a Ship, an Island, or the edge of the board 


